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Triple Point Dewetting Transitions of Helium Mixtures on Cesium
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The adsorption of3He-4He mixtures on a cesium substrate has been measured near bulk
phase separation. A first order wetting transition is found on the bulk three phase coexistence
Tw > 0.53 K. The 3He rich liquid phase wets the surface belowTw , and layered films of4He rich
liquid under a3He rich layer wet the substrate aboveTw. The surface phase transition line associat
with this wetting transition is found to extend to both sides of the bulk coexistence line. On the4He
rich side it becomes a line of triple point induced dewetting transitions.

PACS numbers: 67.60.–g, 67.70.+n, 68.45.Gd
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Over the last several years, liquid helium has becom
an important system for the study of wetting [1]. I
particular, studies of pure4He adsorption on cesium
resulted in the first measurements of the complete ph
diagram associated with a first order wetting transitio
[2]. The experiment reported in this Letter examine
the wetting behavior of3He-4He mixtures on cesium
near the bulk phase separation line. It provides the fi
direct observations of triple point dewetting transition
and reveals a connection between wetting, prewetting, a
triple point dewetting transitions that should be a gene
feature of binary liquid wetting.

Wetting transitions result from the competition of bul
phases to minimize their free energies by interacting with
substrate. In a single component system, such as pure4He,
wetting occurs at the coexistence between two bulk phas
In two component systems three bulk phases can coe
and the wetting behavior is correspondingly richer [3].

Figure 1 is a sketch of the familiarT vs X3 phase
diagram for liquid helium mixtures, whereX3 is the
concentration of 3He in the bulk liquid. The region
underneath the bold solid curve is the region of bu
phase separated liquid. For the bulk liquid at saturat
vapor pressure, this is a region of bulk three pha
coexistence:3He rich “concentrated” liquidsCd, 4He rich
“dilute” liquid sDd, and saturated vapor (SV). Whe
the phase diagram is plotted in temperature–chemi
potential space, this region becomes a line, and so
will be referred to in this Letter as the bulk triple line
Our experiment explores the wetting behavior of heliu
mixtures on cesium substrates near the triple line. In t
case three bulk phasesD, C, and SV compete for acces
to the substrate.

On typical substrates, the strongly attractive van d
Waals potential dominates the thermodynamics. A lay
of the denserD liquid is always found near the substrate
even on the high concentration side of the triple line
Fig. 1. The strong van der Waals binding more tha
compensates the thermodynamic costs of stabilizing
D liquid and creating the interface betweenD and C
[4]. For weakly attractive substrates such as cesium,
van der Waals energy and the energy required to cre
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a D/C interface are comparable. Pettersen and Saam
have explored the weak binding case and made deta
predictions of the wetting behavior expected for heliu
mixtures on Cs, and some experimental investigations
this system have been done [6–8].

This Letter reports the measurement of phase transiti
in helium mixture films on cesium. The locations of th
film phase transitions are shown as dashed lines in Fig
Along the bulk triple line, the substrate is always cover
with a thick film of liquid. However, there is a first orde
wetting transition within the film atTw > 0.53 K. Below
Tw , on the triple line, a thick film of concentrated liqui
covers the surface. AboveTw , on the triple line, a thick
layer of dilute liquid forms between the concentrated liqu
and the substrate, so that the adsorbed film contains
liquid phases. The prewetting line associated with t
wetting transition is found to extend upward fromTw on
the 3He rich side of the triple line.

In addition, a line of surface phase transitions, labe
as the dewetting line in Fig. 1, is found extendin
downward fromTw on the dilute side of the triple line

FIG. 1. TheT vs X3 phase diagram for helium mixtures o
cesium. For clarity, the phase diagram is not drawn to sc
The bulk three phase region is the region beneath the bold s
line. The dashed lines indicate phase transitions in the adso
film. The arrows markeda, b, and g indicate trajectories
taken in the experiment.
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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Between this dewetting line and the bulk triple line
film of C covers the cesium. However, in this regio
the C liquid is unstable in the bulk, so theC film
cannot be macroscopically thick, and therefore the cesi
surface is nonwet. Since this dewetting line marks th
coexistence of thick wetting films at high temperature
and nonwet films at lower temperatures, it is a line
triple point induced dewetting transitions [9,10]. Triple
point dewetting was predicted to occur in this system b
Pettersen and Saam [5].

Our experimental techniques are similar to those w
used to study adsorption in other systems and have b
described previously [2]. The experimental apparat
consists of a vacuum can with a cesium coated quartz m
crobalance mounted near the top. A bulk3He-4He liquid
mixture fills the bottom of the can. Under these cond
tions a film of liquid is adsorbed onto the microbalanc
causing a shift,Df, of the resonant frequency relative to
its value in vacuum. The sensitivity of the microbalanc
is approximately 0.133 Hzymonolayer of liquid3He. The
microbalance oscillates in a shear mode, so it is inse
sitive to the superfluid component of the films. In th
temperature range of this experiment, virtually all of th
4He in the dilute liquid phase is superfluid, so2Df is es-
sentially a measure of the3He content of the films. The
microbalance is typically located,3 cm above the sur-
face of the liquid, so the gravitationally limited thicknes
of the adsorbed films is always much less than the visco
penetration depth for the frequency used (5.5 MHz).

Our results consist of measurements of2Df as a
function of the coordinates on the phase diagram of Fig
[11]. Two types of trajectories were taken through th
phase diagram: constantX3 trajectories on both the dilute
and concentrated sides of the bulk triple line, labeleda

andb in Fig. 1, and trajectories along the bulk triple line
labeledg. Care was taken to ensure that the liquid wa
well mixed and equilibrated before each run was starte
and that a sufficient quantity of liquid was present so th
the fraction of helium atoms in the vapor was always le
than 5 3 1023 of the total, so thatX3 is constant along
thea andb trajectories to within 0.003.

The data taken for3He concentrations on the dilute side
of the bulk triple line are plotted as the top four curves o
Fig. 2. For clarity, the data sets for each concentration a
shifted vertically with respect to each other, and plotte
as a function ofT 2 Ts, whereTs is the bulk triple line
temperature for that concentration. These data were ta
on trajectories like the one markeda in Fig. 1. At the
highest temperatures for each mixture, far from the bu
triple line, previous experiments [6–8] and the behavi
of the films as they were cooled from,4 K indicate that
the substrate was wet by a thick superfluidD film covered
by a layer ofC [12]. As the temperature was lowered
toward Ts the mass of the film increased slightly as th
C layer on top became thicker. This trend continue
until a point, near but still aboveTs, where there was a
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FIG. 2. Triple point dewetting measurements taken on traj
tories like the one markeda of Fig. 1. The dewetting transi-
tions are hysteretic so that the surface is dewet and rewe
the dilute liquid at different temperatures, forming the loo
in the data. The bottom curve was measured with the s
strate submerged within the liquid rather than suspended ab
it. The inset graph is data from a measurement along
bulk triple line, showing the first order wetting transition wit
Tw > 0.53 K. Above this temperature the dilute liquid wet
the concentrated liquid-cesium interface; below, it does not.

sharp drop in the3He content of the films. As cooling
continued, the frequency shift indicated a rapid increa
of the film 3He content as the temperature approach
Ts. For T # Ts, 2Df became nearly constant. Whe
the direction of the temperature sweeps was reversed,
behavior of the adsorbed films was found to be hystere
The observed hysteresis loops are clear signatures
first order phase transition in the adsorbed films.

Because the concentrated layer on top of a dilu
film is known to evolve smoothly [12], the observe
phase transitions cannot be a thinning of that part
the film. There are two possible explanations for the
phase transitions: a first order transition that occurs
the interface between the dilute film and the substra
or a thinning of the dilute film. To distinguish betwee
these two possibilities, we repeated the measurem
with the microbalance submerged within the dilute liqu
rather than suspended above it [13]. If the observ
transitions in the films had occurred at the dilute-cesiu
interface, they would be unaffected by the immersion
the substrate. If, however, the transitions were a thinn
of the film, they could not occur on the submerge
substrate. The bottom curve of Fig. 2 shows the resu
of this measurement. No transition occurred.

The observed phase transitions are therefore betw
thick wetting dilute liquid films at high temperatures an
thinner nonwetting films at low temperature. They a
triple point induced dewetting transitions [9,10]. At thes
phase transitions, films with a structure CsyDyCySV have
the same free energy and therefore coexist with fil
having a CsyCySV structure. Above the phase transitio
the CsyDyCySV films have the lowest free energy an
are the equilibrium phase. This phase is known to wet
2351
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substrates [6–8], and is qualitatively the same phase
wets strong substrates in this region of the bulk ph
diagram. Below the transition, the situation revers
and the CsyCySV structure is stabilized. In the regio
between the film phase transition and the bulk trip
line, the bulkC liquid is thermodynamically unstable an
only a microscopic film of it can exist. Thus movin
across the transition from high to low temperature the fi
undergoes a transition from wet to nonwet. The interp
between the van der Waals potential, the surface tensi
and the costs of stabilizing liquids that are unstable
bulk determines the thicknesses of the liquid layers a
described by Pettersen and Saam [5,14].

As can be seen in Fig. 2, for successively richer3He
mixtures the dewetting transitions move monotonica
closer to Ts, until finally for the X3  0.395 solution
no transition was observed, indicating that the line
dewetting transitions intersected the bulk triple line.
locate this intersection, a mixture was cooled belowTs

so that the experimental trajectory, labeledg in Fig. 1,
followed the bulk triple line. These data are shown in t
inset graph of Fig. 2. At high temperatures the mass
3He in the film is small and there is a first order hystere
phase transition to a film with a larger3He content at
lower temperatures.

This phase transition along the bulk triple line has
second, equivalent, description. On the low temperat
side the surface is covered by a macroscopic film ofC.
As the temperature is warmed through the transition po
a thick layer ofD abruptly forms between the concentrat
liquid and the substrate. Seen this way the transition
first order wetting transition of the dilute liquid at the CsyC
interface, with a wetting temperatureTw > 0.53 K.

First order wetting transitions are accompanied
prewetting transitions [15,16]. In this case, the prewett
line should extend upward in temperature fromTw , on
the 3He rich side of the bulk triple line. Figure 3 show
the data for the measurements of this prewetting li
For temperatures far aboveTs, the substrate was wet b
a thick film of concentrated liquid. As the experime
was cooled towardTs, a sharp break in the slope of th
curves was found. These abrupt changes in slope of
data of Fig. 3 locate the prewetting transitions betwe
concentrated films at high temperatures andC films with
a layer of D at the substrate at low temperatures. T
X3  0.873 prewetting transition was hysteretic, thoug
its width, 0.6 mK, was much smaller than that of th
dewetting transitions. The prewetting transitions mov
monotonically closer toTs as the3He concentration was
increased until the prewetting line intersected the b
triple line atT  Tw. For theX3  0.905 mixture,Ts ,

Tw , so no transition occurred.
Figure 4 shows the locations of the surface phase t

sitions measured for this system. In order to show
relationship between the prewetting and dewetting lin
clearly, the bulk three phase region of Fig. 1 has been c
2352
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FIG. 3. Prewetting line measurements taken on trajector
like the one markedb of Fig. 1. At high temperatures, a
thick concentrated liquid film covers the substrate. Closer
Ts, a layer of dilute liquid forms between the surface and t
concentrated liquid. The growth of this dilute layer occurs in
steep jump at the prewetting transition.

pressed into a line by plotting the dewetting transition te
peratures vsXsd

3 sT d 2 X3, and the prewetting transitions
vs X3 2 Xsc

3 sTd, whereXsd
3 sTd and Xsc

3 sTd are the 3He
concentrations of the coexisting dilute and concentra
liquids on the bulk triple line at temperatureT . Because
the cesium film forms an island on the strongly adsorbi
quartz surface of the microbalance, a dilute layer is alwa
present in the film at the edges of the cesium. As a res
transitions to dilute films on the cesium are nucleated at
edges, and concentrated films are not metastable in this
periment. The concentrated film branches of the measu

FIG. 4. The dewetting-prewetting line. For clarity, the thre
phase coexistence region of Fig. 1 is compressed into a line
plotting the transition temperatures vsXsd

3 sT d 2 X3 and X3 2
Xsc

3 sT d. Below and to the right of the dewetting-prewettin
line, films of concentrated liquid cover the surface. Above a
to the left of the line, films with a layer of concentrated liqui
on top of a dilute liquid layer are adsorbed. Plotting the da
in this way is qualitatively similar to plotting the transition
temperatures vs the chemical potential difference.
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hysteresis loops are therefore the thermodynamically sta
ones. For this reason, the actual phase transition tem
atures are at the concentrated! dilute end points of each
of the hysteresis loops (the high temperature end point
Fig. 2). The opposite end points of the hysteresis loo
are plotted as the spinodal line. Extrapolation of this sp
odal line to its intersection with the prewetting line give
an estimate for the critical end point of the surface coe
istence line atT c

surf > 0.59 K. Above the surface critical
point the phase transitions in the film are no longer first
der, but a remnant of the prewetting transitions persist
which a layer of superfluid forms at the cesium substra

Figure 4 clearly shows that the dewetting and prew
ting lines intersect with the bulk triple line at the sam
point, and are actually different manifestations of the sa
surface phase transition. This dewetting-prewetting l
is the coexistence line between two qualitatively differe
kinds of adsorbed films. To the right and below the lin
films of concentrated liquid are adsorbed. To the left a
above the line, films with dilute liquid at the substrate a
concentrated liquid on top are adsorbed.

The wetting transition and its associated prewetting l
on the right side of Fig. 4 form the usual phase diagr
of a first order wetting transition, examples of which ha
been found recently in several experiments [2,17,18]. T
extension of the surface phase transition as a dewet
line on the other side of the bulk triple line, however, h
not been previously observed. Previous experiments h
studied either systems of only two coexisting bulk phas
[2,6,18] or the wetting of one bulk phase at the interface
tween two others [17]. The experiment reported here d
fers from previous work in that it examines a wetting tra
sition at a substrate along a bulk three phase coexiste
line. It is the presence of the third bulk phase, the vapo
this experiment, that causes the prewetting line to cross
bulk coexistence line and become a triple point dewett
line. The dewetting-prewetting line found in this expe
ment should be a general feature of the wetting of a bro
class of binary liquid mixtures.

This work was supported by NSF Grant No. DMR
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